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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A(t) and f(t) be almost periodic matrix and vector functions, respec- 
tively. The system 
.t=A(t)x (1) 
is said to have the Fuvard property if whenever x(t) is a nontrivial bounded 
solution then inf-,< L< o. Ix(t)] > 0. Favard [8] showed that if this condition 
is satisfied by all equations in the hull of (1) then the inhomogeneous linear 
system 
f = A(l) x +f(t) 
has an almost periodic solution with frequency module contained in the joint 
frequency module of A and f whenever it has a bounded solution. The 
method of proof was his so-called minimax method. Favard’s result has been 
extended to equations in Banach space and partial differential equations 
(Amerio and Prouse [ 11, Sibuya [ 171, Sell [ 151, Zhikov and Levitan [ 191). 
However, apart from some results of Bochner [3] and Cameron [4] (cf. 
also Fink [ 10, p. 1081) no conditions have been given which ensure that 
bounded solutions of the homogeneous system (1) itself are almost periodic. 
As shown by an example of Lillo [ 13, p. 4061 (cf. also Bochner [3, p. 285]), 
it can happen that all the solutions of (1) are bounded, that all systems in the 
hull have the Favard property and still no nontrivial solution is almost 
periodic. It is the main purpose of this paper to show nevertheless that 
Favard’s minimax method can be used to show that under certain conditions 
some bounded solutions of (1) are almost periodic. In particular if 
A(t) = [a,(t)] is real with u*,(f) > 0 for i #j and all systems in the hull have 
the Favard property, then (1) has a nontrivial almost periodic solution if it 
has a nontrivial bounded solution whose components are nonnegative. This 
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result is a corollary of our main result (Theorem 1) from which we also 
deduce a generalization of a theorem, the first version of which was due to 
Cameron [5]. These results are all proved for recurrent systems. In the last 
section we show that Favard’s theorem for inhomogeneous systems also 
holds in the recurrent case. 
2. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
Let A(t) be an n x n (real or complex) matrix function, bounded and 
uniformly continuous on (--co, co). The hull H(A) is defined to be the set of 
all functions B(t) for which there exists a sequence {tk} such that 
A(t + tk) -+ B(t) uniformly on compact f-intervals. H(A) becomes a compact 
metric space when equipped with the topology of convergence on compact 
intervals. If B E H(A) we define its t-translate B, by B,(s) = B(t + s). Then 
B + B, defines a flow on H(A). A(t) is said to be recurrent if this flow is 
minimal. It turns out that the flow is almost periodic and minimal if and 
only if A(I) is (Bohr) almost periodic (cf. Sell [ 161). Define a function 
a: H(A) -+ Hom(E”, E”) (the n x n matrices or the space of linear mappings 
of Euclidean n-space E” into itself) by a(B) = B(0). Then a is continuous 
and B(t) = a(B,). 
It turns out to be convenient to work in the following more general 
context. Let R be a compact metric space with a minimal flow o -+ w  . t, E a 
finite-dimensional (real or complex) Hilbert space with inner product ( , ) 
and a: 52 + Hom(E, E) a continuous function. For each o E R let #(t, w) 
denote the fundamental operator solution of the system, 
i=a(o. t)x (x E E), (2) 
such that #(O, o) = I. A subset 59 of R x E said to be a subbundle if for all 
w, ~8~ = {x E E: (w, x) E 9} is a subspace of E and the function P(w), the 
self-adjoint projection of E onto ~8~, is continuous. 9 is said to be invariant 
if #(t, 0) x E 9u.l whenever x E 5YU. A continuous function r: Q -+ E is said 
to be an invariant cross section if #(t, w) c(w) = &w . t) holds identically. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT AND COROLLARIES 
THEOREM 1. Let 0 be a compact metric space with minimal jlow 
w -+ o . t and a: 0 --+ Hom(E, E) a continuous function. Let 9 be an 
invariant subbundle of R x E consisting of bounded solutions, that is, 
-,“,“p<m I409 o)xl < 00 for all (0, x) E 9. 
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Here #(t, o) denotes the fundamental operator solution for system (2) with 
#(O, w) = I. Finally, let K, be for each w  E a a closed co@vex subset of ~3~ 
with the continuity property that q +w,xk+xandx,EKu,implyxEK,. 
Then if for some (w,,, x0) E 9, 
$(t, wo) x0 E K,,,. t for all t, 
there is an invariant cross section <: Q -+ E with r(w) E K, for all w. 
Proof: We first show that inf-,,,,, I#(t, w)xl > 0 for all (w,x) E .9 
with x # 0. Denote by T(w) the real part of the trace of the linear mapping 
P(w) a(w): LSW -+ gW. According to Lemma 3.5 in Vinograd [ 181, 
G(t) = G(O) e%T(w’s)ds, 
whenever G(t) = G(x,(t),..., x,(t)) is the Gram determinant of linearly 
independent solutions xl(t),..., x,(t) of (2) such that x,(O) E 9, for all i (here 
I= dim 9). It follows that j$ T( w  - s) ds is bounded above for all w. Using 
Proposition 1.13(b) in Johnson [ 121, this means that ji T(w . s) ds is also 
bounded below for all w. That is, inf- cO<t< oD G(t) > 0. But by Hadamard’s 
inequality, 
‘34 < Ml* W&L xl(O). 
So for all nontrivial solutions x,(t) of (2), inf-,<,,, Ixl(t)l > 0. 
The remainder of the proof is just an application of Favard’s minimax 
method. Let w  E Q. By the minimality of the flow there exists a sequence 
{ tk} such that w. . t, + CU. Taking a subsequence if necessary, we may 
assume that #(tk, wo) x0 + x. Then for all t #(t, w) x E K,., since 
w. * (t + t/J+ w * t, 
~(t+t,,wo)x,=~(t,~,~tk)~(tk~~o)Xo~~(f,W)X 
and #(t + t,, oo) x0 E KwO.(l+lkj for all k. Also note that 
-oo”,“~<, I!@9 w>xl G sup li(4 ~o)XoI. -co<t<co 
The above implies that for all o the set 
F,={xEK,:Q(t,w)xEK,.,forallt} 
is nonempty. Now define 
M= inf XEF, sup Ifw,~)xl. --00<f<00 
M is independent of w  because given w1 , o2 E 0 we may use minimality as 
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in the second paragraph of this proof to show that when x E F,, there exists 
y E FW2 such that 
Now we show that for each w  there eixsts a unique x in F, such that 
sup _ m<t<cc 14th ~1x1 =M- F or each positive integer k there exists xk in F, 
such that 
In particular, Jxkj 6 M + l/k Q M + 1 so that we may choose a subsequence 
Xjk * X. Since for each fixed t and all k, #(t, o) Xjk E K,. I which is closed, it 
follows that Ql(t, o) x E K, . t. Also letting k-+ co in (3), we see that 
IN,o)xl<M f or all 1. Thus x has the required properties. To show 
uniqueness, let y E F, have the same properties. By the parallelogram law, 
2 I WV w)(ftx + YW + 2 I !a 4($(x - J41Z 
= I#(& +I2 + I@(& W)Y12. (4) 
Since K, is convex, f(x+y)E K, and so SU~-~<~<~ ld(t,~) 
({(x + y))l > M. Then it follows from (4) that inf-,,,, a, I $(t, o) 
(f (x - y))l = 0. But f (x - y) E 5YW and so we must have f (x - y) = 0 or 
x=y. 
Now denote the unique x E Fu such that sup _ o. < Ii ar I $(t, w) x I = M by 
r(w). Note first that for all s and o 
since (b(4 w  * s) Q(s, w) 4(w) = f$(t + s, w) c;(w) so that for all c 
w, w  * s) f4s, 0) r(w) E K,, . S) . I and 1 #(t, o . s) #(s, w) r(w)1 < M. This 
shows the invariance. The set {oO . t: -cc < c < co} is dense in 52. So to 
prove that r is continuous on 0 all we need to show is that Qo,, . fk) --) r(w) 
when o0 + t, -+ w. But <(wO. f,J is a bounded sequence and it follows by 
similar reasoning to that as at the beginning of this proof that if a subse- 
quence <(W. - tj,) + X, then xEF, and sup-a,<t<a, I$% w>xl G 
sup _ oo<t< a, 190, WJ &wJ = ~4. So x = t(o). Hence T(wo - f,J -, t(w). 
Remark. Let A(t) be an almost periodic n x n matrix function. Then the 
topology on H(A) is equivalent to that of uniform convergence. Suppose 
{:H(A)+E” is an invariant cross section as in the theorem. Then 
x(t) = &A,) is a solution of (1) by the invariance and is almost periodic with 
frequency module contained in that of A(t). To see the latter let {tk} be a 
sequence such that A(t + tk) + B(t) uniformly. Then A,+,l+ B, in H(A) 
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uniformly with respect to C. Since C is uniformly continuous on H(A) this 
implies that &AtK+J -+ QE,) uniformly with respect to t. That is, x(tk + 1) 
converges uniformly. Now the assertion follows from Theorem 4.5 in [lo, 
p. 611. 
The following result seems to be new. Note that x 2 0 means that each 
component of the real n-vector x is nonnegative. 
COROLLARY 1. Let 6! be a compact metric space with minimal jlow 
w  + w  . t and let a(w) = [a,(o)] b e a real continuous n X n matrix function 
such that au(o) > 0 if i #j. Suppose the Favard property holds, that is, 
sup I#(& w)xl < 03, 
-w<t<w 
-,i,nf,, I#(t,w)x=O * x=0. 
(Here #(t, w) denotes the fundamental matrix for system (2) with 
)(O, 0) = 1.) 
Then f there exist w,, E D and x0 > 0 in IF?” such that 
sup I#(t, 00) %I < 009 
t>o 
;:“f I!% 00) x01 > 09 
there is an invariant cross section r: I2 + I?” such that r(w) 2 0 and 
t(w) f 0 for all 0. 
Proof. The nonnegativity condition on the elements of a(wo . t) implies 
that ((1, wo) x,, > 0 for all t > 0 (cf. Birkhoff and Varga [2], Ziebur [20]). 
Since D is minimal there is a sequence tk + co such that w. . t, --f wo. Taking 
a subsequence if necessary, #(tk, wo) x0 + x # 0. Then 
$0 + t,, 00) x0 = 4(4 wo * fk) ((t,, 00) x, --t #(t, wo) x 
uniformly on compact t-intervals. So #(t, wo) x is bounded on (-co, co) and 
/(t, wo) x > 0 for all t. 
Hence we may assume without loss of generality that $(t, wo) x0 is 
bounded on (-co, co), &t, wo)xo 20 for all t and inf-,,,,, I)(& w)xoI 
>q>O. 
According to Theorem 4 in Sacker and Sell [ 141, 9 = {(a, x): 
SW-m<t~w itW9w)4 < 001 is an invariant subbundle of 0 x R”. For 
w  E 0 we define the closed convex subset, 
K,= xE.~‘~:x>O, i 
! 
xi > r 
i=l 
I. 
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K, clearly has the continuity property required in Theorem 1. Also 
x(t) = 4(t, wO) x0 E KUoat for all t since x(t) E ..%‘W,.l,x(t) > 0 and 
Now the result follows from Theorem 1. 
Remark. Let A(t) = [a,(t)] be a real almost periodic matrix function 
with aij(t) > 0 for i # j such that the Favard property holds for all equations 
in the hull. Suppose system (1) has a solution x(t) with x(O) > 0 such that 
supr>,, Ix(t)] < co and inf,,, Ix(t)] > 0. Then the corollary implies that (1) 
has a nontrivial nonnegative almost periodic solution with frequency module 
contained in that ofA( 
The next corollary provides a generalization of theorems of Cameron [S], 
Favard [9], Coppel [6, Theorem l] and Ellis and Johnson [7, Theorem 2.31. 
The main novelty, however, is in the proof. It consists of applying Theorem 1 
to a matrix system. In [9] Favard used his minimax method but he was not 
able to obtain the result there in full generality. The other authors use group- 
theoretic methods. 
COROLLARY 2. Let ~2 be a compact metric space with a minimal flow 
w  -+ o . t, a: G! -+ Hom(E,E) a continuous function and 9 an invariant 
subbundle of sh x E consisting of bounded solutions. Then there is a 
continuous mapping H: 52 + Hom(E, E) such that H(w) is self-adjoint for all 
w  and 
(i) (x, H(w)x) > (x,x) for all (w, x) in 9 and H(w) x = 0 for all 
(w, x) in #, the bundle of orthogonal complements; 
(ii) H(w . t) = #(t, w) H(w) (*(t, w) for all t, w. 
(* denotes adjoint.) 
Proof Let 8 be the subspace of self-adjoint operators in Horn@, E) and 
define a continuous function &: R + Horn@‘“, 8’) by 
d(w)[X] =a(w)x+Xa*(w). 
The differential equation, 
d=d(w * t)X=a(w * t)X+Xu*(w * t) v E g), (5) 
has fundamental operator solution, 
@(f, w)[X] = 40, w)x#*(t, w), 
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and @(O, w) is the identity. The set 
Q= {(w,X):X=P(w)X} 
is clearly a subbundle of R X 8’ and is invariant since if X E gU, 
P(w * t) @(f, w)[X] = P(w .t) $(t, 0) X#*(t, 0) 
= P(w * t) $(t, 0) P(w) x4*(& w) 
= $(t, w> P(w) X# *o, w) by the invariance of 9 
= 4(& a) x4% w) 
= qt, co)[X]. 
That is, @(t, o)[X] E gU.l. Also Q is a bundle of bounded solutions for 
when X E g., 
@(b w)IXl = #(wJ)xcrr*(4 0) 
= @, O)qw)xP*(o)#*@, w) 
= ((t, 0) P(o) x * [#(G w) P(o)] *, 
using the fact that X = X* = [P(o) X] * = X*P*(w) =X!‘*(w). 
Since 9 is a bundle of bounded solutions with the Favard property (see 
the first part of the proof of Theorem 1) it follows as in the proof of 
Theorem 4 in Sacker and Sell [ 141 that for the mapping #(t, w): .BW -+ ~3~.~ 
there exists a constant M > 0 such that 
for all t, CU. Since the adjoint of a mapping has the same norm, 
I#*-‘(t, co)/ <A4 also. So for all x E 59W.t, 
(x9 Q(t, m) P(o) $*(f, ml x> 
= (&d(G w) O*(h w> x> 
= I#*(& w)x12 
> M-2 1x12. 
since $*(t, 0) x E .3YU 
For each o E 52, 
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is a closed convex subset of gW. Clearly K, has the continuity property with 
respect to w  required in Theorem 1. For each w, $(t, w) @P(o) #*(t, o) is a 
solution of (5) which lies in K,. 1 for all t. Now the Corollary follows from 
Theorem 1. 
4. INHOMOGENEOUS SYSTEMS 
In this section we observe that Favard’s result for almost periodic 
inhomogeneous systems can be extended to recurrent systems. A special case 
of this (a(o) z 0) was considered by Johnson in [ 11, Lemma 2.71. 
THEOREM 2. Let s2 be a compact metric space with minimal jlow 
w -+ w - t and a: R -+ Hom(E, E) a continuous function such that the Favard 
property holds: 
Suppose f: R + E is a continuous function such that for some w0 E Sz the 
inhomogeneous linear system 
i = a(wO - t) x +f(wO . t), 
has a solution x(t) bounded on [0, 00). Then there exists a continuous 
function r: R + E such that for all w, @w . t) is a solution of 
,-?=a(w-t)x+f(w.t). (6) 
Proof: Let w  E n. Since n is minimal there is a sequence {tk} such that 
t,+ oo and w,,. t, -+ w. Taking a subsequence if necessary, x(fk) + ~7. Then 
since a(w,, . (t + t,J) -+ a(w . t) and f (w, . (t + t,J) -+f (w . t) uniformly on 
compact t-intervals, x(t + fk) converges in the same way to a solution x’(t) of 
(6) with Z(O) = q. Moreover for all t E R If(t)l < sup,.+, lx(t)1 < co. Hence 
for all w  E Q, 
F, = {x E E: (6) has a bounded solution z,(t) with z,(O) =x} 
is nonempty. Define 
M= inf 
XEF, -,“;y,, Izx(Ol- 
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We show as in the proof of Theorem 1 that A4 is independent of w  and that 
there exists a unique x in F, such that sup _ oo < I< co 1 z,(f)/ = M. 
Define T(w) to be this unique x and let x(t) be the solution of (6) with 
x(O) = t(w). Then SUP-~ <t< oo Ix(t)1 = A4 and y(t) = x(t + s) is a solution of 
such that sup- co<f<cc I Nl =kf. H ence y(O) = <(w . s) or x(s) = <(w . s) for 
all s. That is, Qw . t) is a solution of (6). Finally, we show as in the proof of 
Theorem 1 that [ is continuous on 0. 
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